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MINUTES EARLIER AND LATER 
 

Exercises 

1. Tell the time and the time earlier and later. 

 

Analogue time ______________   Digital time:______________ 

5 minutes earlier is: Analogue time: ________________  Digital time:____________ 

5 minutes later is: Analogue time: __________________  Digital time:____________ 

 

 

Analogue time ______________   Digital time:______________ 

10 minutes earlier is: Analogue time: ________________  Digital time:____________ 

10 minutes later is: Analogue time: __________________  Digital time:___________ 
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Analogue time ______________   Digital time:______________ 

15 minutes earlier is: Analogue time: ________________  Digital time:____________ 

15 minutes later is: Analogue time: __________________  Digital time:___________ 

 

 

Analogue time ______________   Digital time:______________ 

Half an hour earlier is: Analogue time: ________________  Digital time:____________ 

Half an hour later is: Analogue time: __________________  Digital time:___________ 

 

 
2. Willow went outside at 20 minutes past 2. The wind was mild, but 25 minutes 

later a strong gale came and blew her hat away. What time did the wind take 

the hat? 

  quarter to 3   quarter to 2   15 minutes after 2 

 

3. Luis is laying tiles at a home. He got to his work at 10 minutes to 5.  His assistant got to the work 

35 minutes later. What time did the assistant got to work? 

 25 minutes to 6  25 minutes past 6  25 minutes past 5 
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CLOCK READING 4 
EXERCISES 

1. QUESTION 

Rain began falling at five minutes past one.  It stopped falling at 45 minutes to 

two. For how many minutes did it rain? 

 45 minutes   40 minutes   35 minutes   60 minutes 

 

2. QUESTION 

At quarter past 3 my grandmother placed the cookies in the oven to bake. She 

said the cookies will bake for 20 minutes. She set her timer and called us to 

play a game of cards. At what time did the cookies finished baking?  

 25 minutes past three   20 minutes to four 

 25 minutes to four   half past four 

 

3. QUESTION 

 

Aaron, the delivery guy began his first delivery at 10 minutes past 7. He spent 45 

minutes on the first delivery. At what time did he finish the first delivery? 

 10 minutes to eight   5 minutes to eight   

 quarter to eight   half past seven 
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4. QUESTION 

 

Mr. Gomes started class at 10 minutes to 9. At 25 minutes later the kids were asked to gather in the 

auditorium to meet a guest speaker. At what time did Mr. Gomes finished class? 

 20 minutes past 9   9 o'clock  quarter past 9 

 

5. QUESTION 

 

Gordon arrived at school at 25 minutes to 8. Amy came to school at 10 minutes to 8. Who came to 

school earlier? How many minutes earlier? 

a)  got to school earlier. 

b)  got to school earlier by minutes. 

1. 6. QUESTION 

 

Tom started painting the fence at 10 minutes past 11. Aunt Polly came by at 25 minutes to 12 and 

notice the fence was completely painted. How long did it take Tom to paint the fence? 

 30 minutes   25 minutes   20 minutes 

 

 

 


